
Commercial Innovation for Universities:

Both the funding landscape and society’s expectations of Universities’ are changing fast. University staff, as well as

students, need to develop their enterprise skills and commercial awareness. The Higher Education funding

landscape is altering quickly and although research income will remain a cornerstone of any University activity, there

is a need to ramp up enterprising activity including commercial, surplus generating work. In our view, increasing

commercial awareness demands explicit strategies and bespoke policies. It is no longer a matter of injecting

“enterprise” into HE - it demands a major shift to commercialism. There is an urgent need for Universities to

enhance their commercial perspectives and attitudes, and acquire skills, tools and techniques.

Despite this, a significant number of academic staff are reluctant to engage in commercial activity. They did not join

a business, they joined a University. Some believe commercial work clashes with their values, others cannot see the

relevance of commercial work to teaching and learning or their particular subject disciplines.

Further, the commercial income generation process in a University is a complex activity. It involves a corporate

dimension – VC and senior staff, HR, external funding departments and finance which is sometimes not joined-up.

In Schools, Departments or Faculties commercial activity often not only involves academic staff, but also Business

Development Managers, Industrial Liaison Officers, Finance Officers, Champions and Support Staff. The related

University policies and strategies can therefore lack clarity and coherence

To add to the pain, commercial activity itself is not homogenous. There are various types of commercial work, each

of these has its own disciplines, benefits and disadvantages. Winning new kinds of commercial income demands a

raft of knowledge, skills and attitudes - bidding, presenting, quoting, networking, tenacity, confidence, and the

ability to deal with fears and failure.

We know the challeneges:

Persuading reluctant academic staff to participate

Tackling the fears associated with commercial work

Making business thinking easy and accessible to those who

perceive they have different values

Ensuring that the related help and support is practical and grounded

Communicating the value of enterprise to staff and students



In our view, Universities do need to adjust their culture in a changing world with increased competition and

pressures. Academic staff need to be persuaded of the value of commercial work in the context of their self-image

and ethics. HE “markets” are increasingly complex - local, regional, national and international and demand different

strategies. External income processes, policy and strategies are often weak. Finance systems are often not tuned to

internal user needs. Most academic CPD dodges the challenging issues. Many Universities lack a systematic

approach to enterprise and commercial awareness development. Many have little support available for those who

do want to be active. A better understanding is vital to risk management control. It is difficult to know where to

start.

What we would do:

From our work elsewhere we have learned what works and what doesn't. We know commercial income activity can

contribute directly to the quality of teaching and learning, support the student experience, boost the reputation of

the University and enable the attainment of altruistic goals. As business people with decades of commercial

experience we know how business people think and behave and why. Our recent work has also taught us how HE

thinks about enterprise and commercial work and why.

We advocate five steps to greater success:

Securing senior level endorsement

Making income generation strategies and policies explicit

More and different CPD

Streamlining administrative processes

Communicating the benefits of commercial work to everyone involved

We would begin by identifying the key people who can contribute to the strategic development of commercial

work. We would establish performance and process baselines and benchmarks. We would assess how current

strategy, policy and guidance works. We would undertake a detailed process analysis to identify quick wins. We

would apply our proven innovation tools and techniques to establish where major impact can be achieved. We

would fuel the debate by facilitating and supporting internal discussions. We would examine whether commercial

awareness is a clear facet of existing CPD. We would establish if you are functioning on insufficient information. We

would assess individual proficiencies and introduce or support the work of champions. We would find out how many

staff currently generate additional income and surplus and celebrate their skills and success.



The Innovation School team has all the knowledge, tools and techniques needed to support you and
your team to become more successful in commercial work. We can help you review what you currently
do, baseline your proficiency and establish what is and isn’t working. We can help you build action and
implementation plans to maximize impact. We can explore whether you have the right information,
guidance, policies and strategies in place. We can help you develop an explicit income generation
strategy. If you want, we can facilitate discussions with your Champions, Business Development Managers
or Industrial Liaison Officers. We can help you assemble or develop your products and service offers. We
can review your CPD to ensure it is leading edge. And when it comes to implementation (that is where
the rubber hits the road) we can support you and your team in finding new ways to generate additional
income and surplus. If appropriate we can illustrate the benefits of commercial work to students,
academic staff, schools/departments/faculties and the University as a whole, helping everyone involved
see the value.

We are completely flexible, but our established systematic approach to project
management includes:

A diagnostic phase looking at strategy, policy, guidance, process and CPD

Strategy and action plan development

Implementation – the production of tailored guidance, support and the creation of relevant high impact CPD



The sort of issues we can tackle together might include:

How to identify opportunities

Marketing and networking skills

How to cost projects

Differing commercial business types

Project concept development

Competitor benchmarking

Integration of effort in related communications

Work to reduce losses

We offer an extensive menu of support for staff, ranging from informal briefings, through to bespoke workshops,

CPD and consultancy. We can advise, train, coach or mentor. Our tailored consultancy projects can be on any scale

to suit budgets. Our approach is sensitive, provocative, entertaining and interactive. Our approach can help you

equip everyone involved with all the knowledge, skills, confidence and attitudes they need to be successful.



By way of introduction we would like to offer you one of the following, whichever best
suits your needs:

A FREE analysis of your existing commercial income generation process - This would amount to a full days of

consultancy work absolutely free of charge and without obligation. We can organise an Income Generation Health

Check to help you understand the current level of commercial capabilities in Schools, departments or the University

as a whole. That would help you decide where you need to travel next.

A FREE two-hour income generation workshop/briefing session - You could use this to stimulate internal debates

with a small group of interested staff at a time and place to suit everyone involved. These sessions would be co-

designed with you to ensure we meet the needs of your target cohorts.

Our Experience:

We have almost 10 years in business on our own account and have set up three successful SMEs. We can draw on

direct experience of quality development in manufacturing, a decade of work in innovation and best practice and

30 years of experience of project development. We have worked with the National Council for Graduate

Entrepreneurship training almost 2000 graduates in enterprise skills and recently with the National Association of

College & University Entrepreneurs and 5 Universities to examine their enterprise offer. We have supported the

University of Wolverhampton in a root and branch analysis of their income generation process. One of our Directors

worked at Coventry University Enterprises Ltd for 5 years and built an operating division raising the annual turnover

to £2.2m. We have delivered sales training to SMEs. We have secured more than £1.3m of consultancy over the past

few years.



If you decide to work with us (and we hope you will) we believe that we can deliver all the
following enduring benefits:

Better support processes and guidance which will continue to assist interested staff

Improved management information and systems to aid improved decision-making

Significant time and cost savings for those developing projects

Increased proficiency in commercial income generation activity

Staff recognising the benefits to themselves, students, their own area, their School, Faculty, Department or the even

the whole university

More and higher quality commercial income generation activity

Improved reporting on matters that affect University ranking

Increased recognition for those staff who are already successfully engaged in commercial work

Increased cost awareness and lower risks

A deeper understanding of which activities generate surplus

A consistent commercial vocabulary, project cost architecture, understanding of funders/ customers, activity types,

pipeline monitoring and the best routes to success



The Benefits:

We can help you unlock the potential of your staff or students. Generating more commercial income and surplus

will increase your room for flexibility. We can show how commercial work can lead the way and how commercial

attitudes can inform corporate processes.

Further Information:

If you would like to take advantage of our free offers or need more information please do not hesitate to contact us.

Either call Carl Richardson on 07792 049704 or e-mail him at carl@theinnovationschool.co.uk or visit

theinnovationschool.co.uk.


